Sewing Our World Together Mentor

Sewing Our World Together is a part of the Safelight Job Training Program that helps teach survivors basic sewing skills and the fundamentals of running a business. Volunteers (Mentors) for this program will be expected to teach and mentor interns on how to sew, measure and match fabrics, and follow patterns for sewing projects. Volunteers (Mentors) for this program must possess excellent sewing and communication skills. Volunteers will report to the Volunteer Coordinator and Job Training Program Manager.

Volunteer duties are as follows:

- Availability from 10:00 am – 2:00 pm, one day per week between Tuesday – Friday
- Mentor/teach interns basic sewing skills
- Be clear, concise and demonstrate excellent communication skills
- Ability to work with people of diverse racial, ethnic, cultural, and socio-economic backgrounds, and those with a various gender and sexual identities
- Ability to comply with Safelight’s mission to practice trauma informed care in all interactions with clients
- Demonstrated knowledge of interpersonal violence, sexual violence and child abuse issues, and a commitment to serve victims in our community